A program which takes as input the formal specification of a protocol using the formal model system ofcommunicating machines, and outputs a sequence of tests for an implementation of the protocol is discussed.
Introduction
The formal specification and analysis of communication protocols has been much studied for the past 15 years F S T V I-XII]. A number of models have been suggested for the specificiation,verification and testing of protocols, and some of these have been standardized. Some of these models seem better suited for specification than others; some seem better suited for protocol verification, and the testing research community has often used still other models or variations of these models. [LuMi, MiLu, LuBu] is one of the formal protocol models introduced during this time period, which we believe has potential to unite these three diverse but important areas of the protocol community. The model has been used to specify and verify several communication protocols. The analysis which is carried out with the model, called system state analysis, has been automated. A test procedure for generating tests from a formal protocol specification was given in WiLu].
Systems of communicating machines
In this paper, we report that a program has been written to automate the test generating procedure, which we call TESTGEN. When combined with the earlier work, we now have the capability to take a protocol, specify it formally as a system of communicating machines, analyze the specification using the program to generate the global and/or system state analysis; finally, to generate a set of "conformance tests" to insure that an implemention of the protocol is, to some degree at least, in conformance with its specification.
A conformance test is used to ensure that the external behavior of an implementation of a protocol is equivalent to its formal specification. The implementation, for practical purposes, is considered as a black box with a finite set of inputs and outputs. The test provides a sequence of input signals, and observes the resulting outputs.
A previous study [Mil] on this issue observed gaps between the specification, the verification, and the conformance testing of network protocols. Protocol models which are designed for specification purposes usually have many powerful program language CDnstNCtS, to simplify
The automation of the test sequence generation is an attempt to close the gap between specificationbJerification execution. The ol, ob ... , om are the values of the output variables after test execution. SE is the state of the machine and testing of protocols. In this paper, the test generation starts from a protocol model, designed for the specification and verification of protocols. A procedure, created in [MiLu] , is used for the generation of a test sequence for a protocol specified in the SCM model. This procedure and its automation as a software tool does not guarantee that all the errors or combination of errors in a protocol are found. But they do represent an attempt to exercise all parts of the protocol, providing some assurance that the implementation meets its purpose.
In the next section, we review the test procedure for the SCM model which is automated in this paper. In Section 3, we discuss the program, called TESTGEN, its inputs and outputs. In the next section we discuss its application to the FDDI protocol, after which follows the conclusion.
A Procedure for Generating Test Sequences
when the test is complete. The input and the output variables are taken fkom the shared and local variables of the machine.
The determination of these variables is explained in the following section.
The testing procedure explained below is written in three parts: 1) preliminary steps, 2) test sequence generation, and 3) refining steps.
Preliminary Steps
1. From the machine specification diagram, mark each transition whose name appears on more than one transition.
Each such instance for a given name is given a separate distinguishing label. In this section a procedure and its automation are described for generating a sequence of tests for a protocol specified as a SCM model. The input is the formal protocol specification (FSM and predicate-action tab1e)specified as a system of communicating machines(SCM). The output is a sequence of tests and an I D diagram in a tabular format. The generated sequence is intended to be applied to an IUT. split x into two variables, xi and xo for testing purposes.
From the predicate-action

4.
For each local variable 1, determine if I is used as an interface to the higher layer user of this protocol. If so mark 1 as input, output or both. If 1 is both input and output, split it into two variables 1; and lo for test purposes.
Test Sequence Generating Procedure
Initially the test sequence is empty. predicate action table of controller is shown in Table 2 .
Further discussion of the protocol and its details are given in
[LuMS].
. sequences
TESTGEN Automatic generation of protocol test
The software tool that automates the generation of test sequences is called 'TESTGEN. 
Test Sequence Generation
The TESTGEN program begins with the fmt transition (#I receive) in the path list generated by the FIND-PATHS procedure. According to the predicate action input file to enable this transition, the DA field of medium must be set to the station's address, which we assume to be i. The remaining fields of the record medium may be any values, and are indicated by 'x' in the output table (Figure 12) . The other input variables are set to "don't care" or DC.
When the receive transition occurs, signul(i) should be set to transceive, and inbuf should contain the value which was previously in medium Si is set to source state of the current transition (in this case 0), and SE to the to terminal stare (in this case 1). This completes the first test in the sequence and these values are outputThe clause and
transition are now marked "tested." The value of Si is now set to 1, and next transition in the path is called.
The next iteration is the ready transition from state 1.
The values selected are the second test in the output table (Figure 12) . The ending state of this test is state 0 the initial state, so the path is marked as processed. Next we must determine if the sequence is a U10 Finally, TESTGEN also detects converging transitions and prints out the list of these. A converging transition is one which originates from two different states, and terminates in the same state. This makes it difficult to confirm that the protocol followed the correct sequence of states. In the FDDI protocol, TESTGEN detected two converging transitions.
Conclusions
This paper has introduced a software tool called TESTGEN which produces a sequence of conformance tests for a protocol specified formally as a system of communicating machines. 
